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Overview 

 
This application is an MicroStation VBA designed to assist the user cleaning up existing linework 
and building road casings from a cadastral drawing. 
 
 

Installation and Launch Instructions 
 

Copy the application to the location you store VBA applications for MicroStation.  A common 
location for MicroStation V8i is … 
C:\ProgramData\Bentley\MicroStation V8i (SELECTseries)\WorkSpace\Standards\vba 

 
Once the application is copied onto your system, you can run it in a number of ways. 

1. Click the run button on the VBA Project Manager dialog, and choose the ShowDialog entry 
and click run 

2. From the MicroStation menu, click Utilities > Macro > Macros (Alt-F8), choose the 
ShowDialog entry and click Run. 

3. Enter the following command in the keyin window 
                 vba run [mappingtools] showdialog 

This can also be put into a function key. 
 
 

 
Diagram of the Mapping Tools Dialog with the Level Cleaning tab active 
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Lot Annotation 
 

The first tab on the dialog is used to place lot annotations. This is a useful tool to label allotments.  
You can then export these annotations for use in other systems (such as GIS). The export will 
create one record for each lot annotation placed, together with the coordinates of the allotments. 
 
Lot Annotation – this tab will allow you to place and edit lot annotation text strings onto the 
drawing 
 

 
 
Fill out the dialog with the entries required for your cadastral map.  Three fields have optional 
increment values, which will cause the number to the left to be incremented each time you place an 
allotment text on the drawing.  This allows you to place a series of texts in a row without having to 
type in each allotment number.  Leaving an increment field blank (or zero) will cause that field not 
to be incremented. 
 
Use the Place Lot Annotation button to commence placement, then pick a location on the drawing 
for that allotment text. 
 

 
 
The allotment text will place a large lot number with a letter prefix indicating which of the first 
three fields is used (L=Lot Number, U=Unit Number, S=Street Number). 
The tool will also place a smaller text string below this containing a comma delimited list of all the 
field values entered. 
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Use the Load Lot Annotation button to pick an existing lot annotation text (small one) on the 
drawing, and its values will be populated into the dialog. 
 
To export all the lot annotation texts to a CSV file, simply fill out the zone number (optional) and 
click Export Lot Annotations button.  A text file will be created with the same name as the active 
drawing, with a .txt file extension.   
 

 
 
Easting,Northing,Zone,Plan ID,Parcel ID,Unit number,Street number,Street name,Street type,Suburb name,Postcode, 
290670.4888,6160621.3362,54,,86,,142,WARD,ST,NORTH ADELAIDE,5006, 
290686.9519,6160634.4007,54,,87,,143,WARD,ST,NORTH ADELAIDE,5006, 
290694.3771,6160655.2025,54,,88,,144,WARD,ST,NORTH ADELAIDE,5006, 
290700.9773,6160679.0998,54,,89,,145,WARD,ST,NORTH ADELAIDE,5006, 
290718.6329,6160687.5195,54,,90,,146,WARD,ST,NORTH ADELAIDE,5006, 
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Clean up Workflow 
 

The workflow for this application is described below.  You will generally work from left to right.  
Each tab contains tools that will aid in the cleanup of a cadastral drawing.   
 

Cleanup Tab 
 
This tab will allow basic editing functions to prepare the drawing for further processing.  The 
listbox to the right of the buttons will display messages as to the tools progress. 
 

 
 
The Fence Shape button will allow you to place a fence shape on the drawing. 
 
The Fence []  button will allow you to place a fence block on the drawing. 
 
The Delete Fence Void Outside button will delete all the graphics on the drawing that is entirely 
outside the fence. 
 
The Drop Linestrings to Lines button will drop any polylines or shapes into line segments. 
 
The Drop Arcs to Lines button will drop any arc elements into line segments.  The segment length 
value will determine the length of each line that is added to represent the arc.  The higher the 
value, the more coarse the result.  A small value will possibly result in an excessive amount of 
lines being added. 
 
The Delete Zero Length Lines will delete any zero length lines on the drawing. 
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Layer Cleaning Tab 
 
The layer cleaning tab has a number of tools that can be used to help clean up the drawing, 
including removing layers that are not required, and moving graphics onto required layers. 
 
There are a number of predefined levels that this application will create and use. 
 

Level Name Colour Linestyle Lineweight 

Allotments 2 (green) 0 0 

RoadCasings 3 (red) 0 0 

OtherItems 0 (white) 0 0 

UnconnectedEndPoints 5 (magenta) 0 2 

 
The level symbology for unconnected end points can be set on the Unconnected Ends tab. 
 

 
 

Level Transfer Tools Section 

The concept of these tools is to change the level of all elements on one level to another, by clicking 
a sample element graphically. 
 
The Transfer to Selected Level button will allow you to pick a graphical element and all the 
elements on that level will be moved to the level shown in the drop down list.  If the Linear Elems 
Only check box is enabled, the tool will not transfer non-linear element types such as text and 
dimensions. 
 
The Allotments button will allow you to pick a graphical element and all the elements on that level 
will be moved to the Allotments level (which is created if it doesn’t exist). 
 
The Road Casing button will allow you to pick a graphical element and all the elements on that 
level will be moved to the RoadCasings level (which is created if it doesn’t exist). 
 
The Other button will allow you to pick a graphical element and all the elements on that level will 
be moved to the OtherItems level (which is created if it doesn’t exist). 
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Level Management Section 

The Unlock All button will ensure all levels in the drawing are not locked 
The Comp All button will compress the drawing (all options enabled) 
The Comp Level button will compress the drawing of all unused levels (all other compress options 
are disabled) 
 

Levels to Retain Section 

Typically a cadastral drawing may contain dozens or hundreds of levels for which you may only 
wish to keep a few.  Here we can select specific levels graphically (by picking a sample element) 
and create a list of levels to retain.  Once the list of levels is complete, you can then remove every 
other Level from the drawing. 
 
The Pick Levels to Retain button will prompt you to pick an element.  The level of that element is 
added to the list.  You do not have to select elements on the three target levels. 
 
The Clear button will remove all existing levels in the list. 
 
The Delete button will delete the highlighted level in the list. 
 
The Delete Other Levels button will process the drawing and remove any graphics from any level 
that is NOT in the list.  Note that any graphics currently on the three target levels will remain 
unchanged 
 
The LM button will open the MicroStation Levels Manager dialog.  This is useful to see the levels 
that remain in the drawing. 
 
 

Duplicates / Overlaps Tab 
 
MicroStation has built in tools to deal with duplicates and overlaps.  These tools were created as 
other CAD applications do not have such comprehensive clean up tools.  They have been included 
here as an alternative to the Design File Cleanup tools. The listbox on this tab will report the 
progress and results of the tool. 
 

 
 
The Check for Duplicates and Overlaps button will look at all the lines on the drawing looking for 
duplicates and overlaps.  The tool will recursively process the drawing until no more duplicates or 
overlaps are found.  The tool will repair an overlap by either modifying existing overlapping lines, 
or deleting lines to eliminate the overlap. 
 
The Design File Cleanup button will launch the built-in MicroStation tool. 
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Unconnected Ends Tab 
 
The purpose of this tab is to highlight or flag unconnected ends.  An unconnected end is where a 
linear element does not have another element connected to its end point.  An unconnected end will 
cause chaining tools or polygon creation tools to stop or fail, so it is a good way to help ensure 
your graphics is clean and snapped up. 
 

 
 
This software will place a circle at locations of an unconnected end point. The number of locations 
found is displayed in the status bar. The above example shows unconnected end points at the edge 
of the drawing, which is expected for this drawing. The absence of flags in the body of the drawing 
indicates linework is snapped up and will respond will to chaining and polygonisation tools. The 
example below shows a scenario with all flags needing the linework to be corrected 

 
The dialog provides you with options to adjust the symbology of the circles.  The circles will be 
placed on a layer named UnconnectedEndPoints. 
 

   
 
The Find Unconnected Lines button will create a list of line and linestring endpoints on the 
drawing, and place circles (flags) at locations where a vertice is only used once. 
 
The Clear Flags button will delete all circles on the UnconnectedEndPoints level. 
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Segment Tab 
 

Segmenting the linework on a drawing is important for subsequent chaining or polygonisation.  
Each line on the drawing needs to terminate at junctions with other elements.  For example, in the 
diagram below, it is important that this is made up of three lines and not two. 

 
 

  
 
Use the Segment Drawing button to begin segmenting.  A list box will display messages as to the 
progress of the tool.  The tool will look at all the lines on the drawing and search for locations 
where one line abuts another.  The passing through line segment will be broken into two lines at 
the abutment point.  The tool will recurse a number of times until no further line breaks are 
performed. 
 
Once all the linework on a drawing is segmented, you can begin creating additional map features 
such as road casings or allotment polygons. Below is an example showing allotment linework (all 
lines) ready for processing. 
 

 
 
It is common to rerun the duplicates, overlaps and unconnected ends tools to confirm your drawing 
is clean before generating new features. 
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The Build Road Casings button allows you to build road casings from the existing allotment 
boundaries.  This process will allow you to select a line that is a road boundary of an allotment and 
then pick the side that represents the street. Below the diagram shows picking the top boundary of 
lot 552 so it highlights, then moving the cursor into the street (above) and clicking again. 

 
 
The tool will chain together all connecting line segments.  Should there be a fork (a choice of 
turning left or right) the software will choose the line on the side you originally picked. When all 
available connecting lines have been found, a linestring is added to the drawing representing on the 
RoadCasings level.  The linestring will take on the level symbology defined for road casings. 
 

 
 
If you enable the Keep Original check box, the tool will not delete the allotment boundaries it used 
when creating the road casing.  This is helpful if you want to retain complete allotment boundaries 
for the purpose of generating polygons (or for any other reason). 
 
 

More Information - Updates 
 

For further information on this MicroStation VBA contact Graeme Rawlins from Engineering 
CAD Solutions Pty Ltd on 0419 832 384, grawlins@cadsolutions.com.au or 
www.cadsolutions.com.au .  We have similar tools for AutoCAD, as well as tools to tag allotment 
polygons and perform thematic resymbolisation. 


